Selective listening of concurrent auditory stimuli: an event-related potential study.
This study employed behavioral and electrophysiological measures to examine selective listening of concurrent auditory stimuli. Stimuli consisted of four compound sounds, each created by mixing a pure tone with filtered noise bands at a signal-to-noise ratio of +15 dB. The pure tones and filtered noise bands each contained two levels of pitch. Two separate conditions were created; the background stimuli varied randomly or were held constant. In separate blocks, participants were asked to judge the pitch of tones or the pitch of filtered noise in the compound stimuli. Behavioral data consistently showed lower sensitivity and longer response times for classification of filtered noise when compared with classification of tones. However, differential effects were observed in the peak components of auditory event-related potentials (ERPs). Relative to tone classification, the P1 and N1 amplitudes were enhanced during the more difficult noise classification task in both test conditions, but the peak latencies were shorter for P1 and longer for N1 during noise classification. Moreover, a significant interaction between condition and task was seen for the P2. The results suggest that the essential ERP components for the same compound auditory stimuli are modulated by listeners' focus on specific aspects of information in the stimuli.